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Gravitational-wave (GW) data contains non-Gaussian noise transients called ‘glitches’. During the third
LIGO-Virgo observing run about 24% of all gravitational-wave candidates were in the vicinity of a glitch, while
even more events could be affected in future observing runs due to increasing detector sensitivity. This poses
a problem since glitches can affect the estimation of GW source parameters, including sky localisation, which
is crucial to identify an electromagnetic counterpart. This is first of a kind study that evaluates the importance
of relative glitch positioning in time with respect to a GW signal. In this paper we estimate how much sky
localisation is affected by a nearby glitch in low latency. We injected binary black hole (BBH), binary neutron
star (BNS) and neutron star-black hole (NSBH) signals into data containing three different classes of glitches:
blips, thunderstorms and fast scatterings. The impact of these glitches was assessed by estimating the number
of tile pointings that a telescope would need to search over until the true sky location of an event is observed.
We find that blip glitches generally do not affect the localisation of our tested GW signals, however in very rare
cases of a blip glitch overlap with a BBH or a NSBH signal can cause the true position of the event to lie well
outside the 90% computed sky-localisation, severely compromising electromagnetic follow-up. Thunderstorm
glitches have a noticeable impact on BBH and NSBH events, especially if there is no third interferometer. In such
cases we find that the EM follow-up efforts with telescopes as large as 20 deg2 field-of-view (FOV) are affected.
Observing BBH and NBSH signals with three-detector network reduces the bias in sky localisation caused by
thunderstorm glitches, making the bias to affect only small (FOV=1 deg2) telescopes. BNS events appear to be
not affected by thunderstorm glitches. Fast scattering glitches have no impact on the low latency localisation of
BBH and BNS signals. For NSBH signals observed with two-detector network, the sky localisation bias due to
fast scattering glitches is significant enough to affect even large (FOV=20 deg2) telescopes. Observing NSBH
signals with three interferometers reduces the bias such that it impacts only small (FOV=1 deg2) telescopes.

I. INTRODUCTION10

Over the last six years LIGO and Virgo have detected 9011

gravitational-wave (GW) candidates [1], all from the merger12

of neutron stars and black holes. However, a number of these13

candidates coincided with transient noise from gravitational-14

wave detectors. Out of 74 GW candidates detected in the15

third LIGO-Virgo observing run (O3), 18 of them (24%) had16

nearby non-Gaussian noise artifacts in one or more detectors [1,17

2]. This transient noise did not impact the detection of these18

candidate events but had to be mitigated before the source19

parameters could be estimated.20

In an ideal case, gravitational-wave interferometer data can21

be described as stationary (i.e. does not vary in time) and22

Gaussian. However in reality the data is neither. It often23

contains periods of non-stationarity as well as non-Gaussian24

noise transients or ‘glitches’ [3, 4]. Both types of noise can25

affect analyses which estimate source parameters [5–7] and26

certain types of glitches can be mistaken for true GW signals27

[5, 8–10], yet there has been no work that assesses the impact28

of glitches overlapping GW signals. There are many examples29

which create such noise in the detectors, ranging from natural30

ones, such as earthquakes [11, 12], to human-made ones, like31

a helicopter flying over an interferometer [13].32

The most well known example of a GW event affected33

by transient noise is binary neutron star (BNS) merger34

GW170817 [14]. The inspiral part of the BNS signal in the35

Livingston detector coincided with a non-Gaussian noise tran-36

sient which was caused by saturation in a digital-to-analog37

converter [14]. The initial LIGO-Virgo skymap for GW17081738

became available only ∼ 4.5 hours after the first LIGO-Virgo39

notice [15, 16]. While the amount of time required to remove40

a glitch has been reduced since the observation of GW170817,41

there was no tool in O3 that was able to remove a glitch in low42

latency, i.e. within O (seconds-minutes). Because glitches can43

affect parameter estimation of a GW event [5, 8, 9, 17], includ-44

ing the sky localisation, such delay could negatively impact45

the efforts of low latency electromagnetic (EM) follow-up. It46

is therefore crucial to understand what effect (if any) glitches47

have on GW skymaps, and how the localisation accuracy with48

different field-of-view (FOV) telescopes is affected.49

In this paper we focus on estimating how non-Gaussian50

noise transients impact the sky localisation of a GW event in51

low-latency. For the first time ever we asses the importance of52

relative positioning of a glitch with respect to a GW signal in53

time dimension, a task that became computationally possible54

only recently due to efficient GW search algorithms [18, 19].55

Section §II describes the procedure we followed to mimic a56

real LIGO-Virgo search when a GW signal is in the vicinity of57

a glitch. The section also discusses in more detail our glitch58

and GW signal samples. In §III we present results of the study:59

how much sky localisation of specific GW events is affected60

by blip, thunderstorm and fast scattering glitches. Section §IV61

summarizes and discusses results, while conclusions are given62
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in §V.1

II. METHODS2

The main aim of the paper is to find how sky localisation of3

a GW signal is affected by non-Gaussian data in low latency.4

We do this by mimicking a LIGO-Virgo low latency search in5

a scenario when a GW signal coincides with a noise transient.6

To start with, we find a time where data in the Livingston7

interferometer contains a glitch whilst the other two detectors8

(Hanford and Virgo) have no data quality issues in a 1-minute9

window around the Livingston glitch time (we explain in §II C10

why we chose glitches in the Livingston detector). Then we11

produce injections around this non-Gaussianity: a variety of12

GW signals are injected in three-(two-)detector data at a partic-13

ular time relative to the glitch. We repeat the same procedure14

at different times relative to the glitch in order to see how GW15

signal positioning relative to the glitch affects the recovered16

skymap. We use the same strategy as used in O3 LIGO-Virgo17

low latency searches to detect a GW signal and provide a18

skymap for the event. Finally, we assess what impact a coinci-19

dent glitch with a GW signal could have on the EM follow-up20

campaign. The exact procedure is outlined in the following21

subsections.22

It is also worth nothing that this study and its parame-23

ter selection is mostly constrained by computational limits.24

While extending the parameter space would have been possible25

(e.g. testing weaker GW signals), any additional results would26

give relatively small amount of new information comparing27

with a significant increase in the overall computational cost.28

A. Network selection29

We consider a network of three ground-based GW interfer-30

ometers of LIGO Livingston, LIGO Hanford and Virgo. We31

focus our study to three detectors for a number of reasons.32

Firstly, we know that having a three-detector network greatly33

improves sky localisation accuracy [20], thus the effect of34

glitches should be easier to differentiate from random fluctu-35

ations caused by Gaussian-only noise. In addition, the joint36

LIGO-Virgo three detector duty cycle reached 51% in O3b [1],37

suggesting that for the majority of events we could expect data38

from three detectors. However for completeness we also per-39

formed injections in two-detector LIGO network. Finally, we40

omit KAGRA from our study because its sensitivity for the41

fourth observing run (O4) is planned to be at least an order42

of magnitude smaller than of Virgo or LIGO detectors [21].43

Given these reasons, we believe that our network selection44

represents the GW network that would be available for O4.45

B. Glitch sample46

In general there are many different glitches (and glitch types)47

in gravitational-wave interferometer data. For example Gravity48

Spy, a glitch classification tool, has categorized approximately49

3× 105 glitches in 23 classes from O3 LIGO data alone [22]; it50

used machine learning and citizen science to classify glitches51

based on their time-frequency evolution [23]. In this paper we52

chose to concentrate on three classes of glitches that have been53

observed in LIGO-Virgo data: blips, thunderstorms and fast54

scattering. Time-frequency representations of these glitches55

are shown in Figure 1.56

Blip glitches (Fig. 1a) are sub-second in duration and have57

a wide frequency bandwidth, O(100) Hz [10]. It is currently58

unknown what causes most blip glitches in GW detectors,59

however in the second LIGO-Virgo observing run it was found60

that a subset of blip glitches were caused by computer timing61

errors [10]. We chose blip glitches for our study because62

they affect high mass (> 100M�) compact binary coalescence63

searches. Blips are short, just like high mass binary black64

hole (BBH) events, hence they can be mistaken for a real GW65

event [10, 24].66

Thunderstorm glitches (Fig. 1b), as the name suggests, are67

caused by thunderstorms which couple to the detector via68

acoustic noise [25]. They are usually 3-10 s in duration and69

have a frequency of less than 200 Hz. While thunderstorm70

glitches are not as common as blip glitches, we chose them71

because they are within the most sensitive frequency range of72

GW interferometers (60-200 Hz range). Furthermore, thunder-73

storm glitches are in the middle of our time-frequency space74

between blips and scattering glitches (discussed later), i.e. the75

investigation of thunderstorm glitches should show how much76

localisation is affected by a wide frequency bandwidth glitch77

that lasts multiple seconds.78

Light scattering glitches are caused by stray light reflection79

in the beamtube, which can happen due to excessive ground80

motion [26]. For example, about 10% of fast scattering glitches81

at Livingston during O3 were caused by trains passing by the82

GW interferometer [22]. Light scattering glitches have char-83

acteristic arches that repeat over time which means that such84

noise transient can last up to minutes with a typical frequency85

range of 20-60 Hz (Fig. 1c). Scattering glitches are sorted into86

two major categories, fast and slow [22], depending on how87

often these arches repeat over time. During O3, almost half of88

all glitches with signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio above 10 at the89

Livingston and Hanford interferometers were caused by light90

scattering (44% and 45%, respectively) [1]. While slow scat-91

tering had been somewhat mitigated in O3b by reaction-chain92

tracking [1], fast scattering was still an issue. In fact, it was93

the most frequent transient noise at Livingston during O3b [1].94

Due to these reasons we selected fast scattering glitches (hence-95

forth written as scattering glitches) for our study.96

By considering these three classes of glitches we effec-97

tively cover the entire range of time-frequency noise that im-98

pacts transient GW searches the most. We also expect these99

types of glitches to be some of the most prominent noise tran-100

sients in O4. There is nothing intrinsic about these glitches,101

i.e. our conclusions for blip glitches should be applicable to102

other short duration glitches such as tomtes [22], while results103

for thunderstorm and scattering glitches could be applied to104

any medium duration mid-frequency and long duration low-105

frequency glitches, respectively.106

By using Gravity Spy [23], we found 10 examples of each107
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(a) Blip gitch.
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(b) Thunderstorm glitch.
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(c) Fast scattering glitches.

FIG. 1: Time-frequency representations of three classes of
glitches considered in our study. Blip glitches (a) are usually
sub-second in duration and have a wide frequency bandwidth,
O(100) Hz. Thunderstorm glitches (b) are multiple-seconds
(3-10 s) in length and have a frequency of less than 200 Hz.
Fast scattering glitches (c) are often found in groups and can
last up to minutes with a typical frequency of 20-70 Hz. Note
the different time and frequency axis values for each figure.

glitch type occuring at the Livingston detector in O3 data. We1

assesed visually that data from Hanford and Virgo detectors2

did not have any noise noise artifacts for ±60 s around the Liv-3

ingston glitch time t0, while the data from Livingston detector4

was Gaussian-only at least 60 s before the Livingston glitch5

time t0.6

Signal type Event-like Masses
(M�)

Length
(s)

fmerger

(Hz)

BBH GW190521 85, 65 0.2 105

BBH GW150914 36, 30 0.8 239

BBH GW170608 11, 7.6 7.7 835

NSBH GW190814 23, 2.6 11.4 531

BNS GW170817 1.7, 1.7 128.0 1618

TABLE I: Parameters of GW signals used in our study. We
used three BBH events (GW190521-like, GW150914-like and
GW170608-like), an NSBH event GW190814-like and a BNS
event GW170817-like. The duration of GW signals is
estimated assuming starting frequency of 20 Hz. Both
parameters, duration in time and frequency, are important
when considering the effect of glitches on GW signal
localisation.

C. GW injections7

With our sample of 30 blip, thunderstorm and scattering8

glitches, we injected simulated GW signals around each glitch.9

Specifically, we inject the GW signal at a particular time rela-10

tive to the glitch, and then investigate different times relative11

to the glitch to see if our results change depending on where a12

glitch coincides with the GW signal, e.g. a blip glitch which13

overlaps the inspiral part of a BBH could have a different14

impact than a glitch overlapping the merger part.15

In this paper we focused on three types of GW signals:16

BBHs, neutron star-black holes (NSBHs) and BNSs. Given17

that BBH signals have a wide range of possible masses, we18

used three different events to represent a BBH-type signal.19

All of our GW signals are based on real GW20

detections: GW190521, GW150914, GW170608,21

GW190814 and GW170817 [14, 27–30]. We used the22

IMRPhenomD waveform model [31] to generate BBH signals,23

IMRPhenomNSBH model [32] to generate a NSBH signal and24

IMRPhenomD NRTidalv2 model [33] to generate a BNS25

signal. For simplicity we assumed that all our GW signals26

have zero spin.27

Different signal types have distinctive durations and merging28

frequencies as outlined in Table I. Given a starting GW signal29

frequency of 20 Hz, all our tested BBH signals are shorter than30

8 s. The highest BBH merger frequency is for a GW170608-31

like event with fmerger = 835 Hz. A GW190814-like signal32

(representing a NSBH) is approximately 11 s duration with33

fmerger = 458 Hz. A GW170817-like signal (representing a34

BNS) is the longest signal in our set and has the highest merger35

frequency from all of our tested signals, 128 s and 4650 Hz,36

respectively.37

GW signals are injected at a sky location to which Liv-38

ingston detector has maximum sensitivity at the time of the39

glitch. This is done because Livingston was the most sensitive40

detector in O3 [1, 2] and is projected to be the most sensitive41

detector in O4 [21]. Furthermore, by fixing the sky location42

we can interpret our results more easily, as any changes in the43
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calculated skymap will be due to the detector noise and not the1

location of the source.2

If we were to instead choose a glitch in Hanford or Virgo3

rather than Livinsgton, the effect the glitch would have on4

the sky localisation bias would be smaller than in our tested5

scenario. This is because we inject GW signals optimally6

for the Livingston detector (i.e. the highest SNR signal is in7

Livingston), thus there is more potential to bias results when a8

glitch overlaps a stronger GW signal than a weaker GW signal.9

There is also another scenario to consider: what if a GW10

signal is not injected optimally at Livingston? In the majority11

of such cases Hanford and Virgo relative significance would12

become more important than in our tested scenario, making13

any effect of a Livingston glitch on the GW signal smaller14

than in our reported results. This might not be true only if15

GW signals are injected in a such sky location where either16

Hanford or Virgo has no sensitivity. This particular scenario17

needs additional studies.18

Injected signals have SNR of {20, 30} at the Livingston de-
tector, where the SNR is defined as

SNR =
|| 〈s|h〉 ||
√
〈h|h〉

, (1)

where s is strain data and h is the gravitational-wave template.
The inner product is given by

〈a|b〉 = 4
∫ ∞

0

ã( f )b̃∗( f )
S n( f )

d f , (2)

with S n( f ) denotes the power spectral density (PSD). In this19

analysis we used a PSD that was estimated at the glitch time20

for each detector individually.21

The Livingston, Hanford and Virgo interferometers have22

different sensitivities. During O3b the median BNS inspi-23

ral range for Livingston, Hanford and Virgo detectors was24

133 Mpc, 115 Mpc and 51 Mpc, respectively [1]. This, to-25

gether with the fact that each GW interferometer has a differ-26

ent sensitivity to a particular location of the sky, means that a27

GW signal injected optimally at the Livingston interferometer28

with SNRL1 = {20, 30} corresponds to an injection at Han-29

ford with SNRH1 ≈ {16, 25} and an injection at Virgo with30

SNRV1 ≈ {8, 12}. Combined total network SNR of such an31

injection is SNRnet ≈ {27, 41}.32

For our two-detector injections we chose to use only33

SNRL1 = 20. Without the Virgo inteferometer the total net-34

work SNR is about 26. Comparing with the three-detector35

SNRL1 = 20 injections, the two-detector network SNRNet36

drops only by 4%, yet as we will see in §III this has a sig-37

nificant impact.38

Total network SNR and SNR of injections at the Hanford39

and Virgo detectors are given approximately because each40

detector’s sensitivity varies throughout the observing run; an41

injection of e.g. SNRL1 = 20 corresponds to a range of SNRs42

at the Hanford interferometer with an approximate SNR of 16.43

We chose to make injections at SNRL1 = {20, 30} because44

in three-detector network SNRL1 = 20 injections represent45

a weak three-detector detection (i.e. SNRV1 ≈ 8 which is46

considered just above the detection threshold), while SNRL1 =47

30 represent a strong three-detector detection (i.e. SNRV1 ≈48

12).49

D. Detection procedure50

Once GW signals are injected in LIGO-Virgo data contain-51

ing a noise transient at Livingston, we follow the procedure52

used by low latency LIGO-Virgo searches in O3 [19]. To detect53

GW signals in low latency we employ PyCBC Live [18, 19],54

an analysis package used to detect compact binary coales-55

cences in close to real time. In order to simulate a real search56

as close as possible, we used the same search parameters and57

analysis software version as in the LIGO-Virgo O3 low latency58

search. For each GW event PyCBC Live returns various pa-59

rameters, e.g. chirp mass [34] and the SNR time-series. We60

give this information to BAYESTAR, a rapid Bayesian position61

reconstruction package [35], which then computes a skymap62

of a GW event that can be investigated.63

E. Skymap interpretation64

For each glitch we made about 40 injections per GW signal65

per SNR. This means that our initial analysis contained approx-66

imately 12 000 skymaps. It is not straightforward to interpret67

and compare such a large amount of skymaps, thus a skymap68

comparison quantity is needed that would be: (a) quantitative;69

(b) easily interpretable; (c) useful for astronomers. We found70

that a tiling strategy [36–38] filled these requirements the best.71

Tiling is a method to scan the gravitational-wave sky locali-72

sation with a purpose to maximize the possibility of finding the73

corresponding EM event. It divides a skymap into a telescope’s74

FOV tiles and ranks them by contained skymap probability,75

thus instructing the telescope the order at which a skymap76

should be scanned. For our study we chose to adopt a tiling al-77

gorithm that was used by the Gravitational-wave Optical Tran-78

sient Observer (GOTO) during O3 [39, 40], GOTO-tile [36].79

To simplify the comparison between different glitches, we80

chose to ignore such effects as the Sun and the Moon position-81

ing at the time of telescope pointing, or the potential difference82

in the time required to point different FOV telescopes.83

In this paper we focus on reporting tiling results, i.e. which84

ranked tile contains the true sky location, for relatively small85

telescopes with a FOV = 1 deg2, as well as relatively large86

telescopes with a FOV = 20 deg2. We also present in the pa-87

per another skymap comparison quantity, contour level, which88

is independent on the telescope’s FOV. Contour level corre-89

sponds to the skymap probability contour that contains the true90

GW event location. It is common for astronomers to use 50%91

or 90% probability skymaps, thus we consider these contour92

values as important thresholds when determining if a glitch93

impacts the EM follow-up efforts.94

We report additional results in the Appendix A, such as tiling95

results for telescopes with FOVs of 0.25 deg2, 5 deg2, 10 deg2
96

and 40 deg2, 50% and 90% credible areas, and localisation97

distance. Localisation distance is simply the angular distance98
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between the true sky location of a GW event and the maximum1

probability pixel in the corresponding skymap.2

III. RESULTS3

We present our results in three subsections where we discuss4

what effect blip (§III A), thunderstorm (§III B) and scattering5

(§III C) glitches have on the localisation of our tested GW6

signals. The way in which we present results is different for7

blips than for thunderstorm and scattering glitches. Comparing8

with our tested GW signals (Table I), the duration of a blip9

glitch can be essentially neglected. This allows us to present10

how blip glitches affect the tiling efficiency simply by showing11

plots of the tiling efficiency change with respect to the glitch12

central time, t0 (e.g. Fig. 2). For thunderstorm and scattering13

glitches, i.e. glitches with non-negligible duration, we rather14

show how tiling efficiency changes if the signal is within the15

glitch versus outside of the glitch (e.g. Table II).16

There is also additional complication due to the fact that17

thunderstorm and scattering glitches are extended over time.18

Blip glitches, since they are so short, do not change their19

morphology appreciably over time, thus allowing us to aver-20

age results from all 10 blip glitch runs. This cannot be done21

for thunderstorm and scattering glitches, since they have ex-22

tended duration, which means that their morphology can and23

does indeed change over time. We found that results from24

10 thunderstorm/scattering glitches vary greatly due to this,25

therefore we decided not to average results for these glitches26

and perform single-glitch representative runs instead. Con-27

sequentially, our thunderstorm (§III B) and scattering (§III C)28

section discusses results from one respective glitch, while for29

blips (§III A) we report averaged results from 10 blip glitch30

runs with 20% trimming. We trimmed (i.e. removed) outliers31

that correspond to 20% of all results because even random32

fluctuations in Gaussian-only noise can sometimes provide33

extreme values.34

Unless stated otherwise, ‘small’ FOV refers to 1 deg2 and35

‘large’ FOV refers to 20 deg2. For brevity, injections at36

SNRNet = 26 refer to injections made at two-detector network37

of Livingston and Hanford with SNRL1 = 20 and SNRH1 ≈ 16.38

Injections at SNRNet = {27, 41} refer to injections made with39

all three detectors with SNRL1 = {20, 30}, SNRH1 ≈ {16, 25}40

and SNRV1 ≈ {8, 12}.41

A. Blips42

The rate of blip glitches at the Livingston and Hanford de-43

tectors during O3 was about 4 and 2 glitches per hour, re-44

spectively [4]. Because blip glitches are about O(10) ms in45

duration [10], only in rare cases would we expect a blip glitch46

to overlap a GW signal.47
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FIG. 2: Average number of tiles required to observe the true
sky location of a GW150914-like SNRNet = 27 event relative
to the blip glitch central time t0. For both FOV telescopes,
small (1 deg2, orange) and large (20 deg2, blue), tiling
deficiency at t0 + 30 ms is observed. Shaded bands represent
1σ deviation. Note that these are averaged results from 10 blip
glitches with 20% trimming.
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FIG. 3: Time series data of a GW150914-like injected signal
(blue) in Livingston data (orange) containing a blip glitch. The
GW signal is injected at t0 + 30 ms relative to the blip glitch
central time t0. The glitch is aligned with the peak GW signal
in a such way that they have opposite phases.

1. BBH48

Given the duration and merging frequencies of our tested49

BBH signals (Table I), we decided to use a conservative win-50

dow of ±0.5 s around the central glitch time t0 to inject GW51

signals. Signals were injected with 50 ms spacing, however52

closer to the glitch t0 (±0.1 s around the glitch t0) we used a53

finer spacing of 5 ms. We found that the tiling and contour level54

results do not vary noticeably for any of the BBH signals at55

any times with one particular exception. All of our tested BBH56

signals have worse tiling results (i.e. a tiling deficiency) around57

30 ms after the glitch time t0. As an example, see Figure 2 for58

a GW150914-like signal with SNRNet = 27.59

Further investigation revealed that such a tiling bias occurs60

only if the blip glitch destructively interferes with the GW61
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(a) Sky localisation of a GW150914-like event injected at t0 + 30 ms
relative to the blip glitch central time t0. The 90% credible area is
137 deg2.

(b) Identical skymap to Fig. 4a except that the injected GW signal
was phase-shifted by π/2. The 90% credible area is 8 deg2.

FIG. 4: Sky localisation of a GW150914-like event injected at
t0 + 30 ms relative to the blip glitch central time t0. The
skymap of the time series data from Fig. 3 (top) shows that the
true sky location of the event (indicated by blue pointer) does
not coincide with the estimated sky location. This happens
because the glitch overlaps and cancels part of the GW signal.
If the same GW signal is phase-shifted by π/2, the true event
sky location agrees well with the estimated sky location
(bottom).

waveform close to the merger time (Fig. 3). This is possible1

only if a blip glitch has the opposite phase to the GW waveform2

at a particular time relative to the glitch (in this case it is3

t0 + 30 ms).4

Considering all blip glitch runs, we find that the number of5

tiles required to search over to find the true sky location of an6

event can change significantly. In the worst-case scenario the7

number of tiles that need to be searched over increases by a8

factor of over 500 (180) for a FOV=1 deg2 (20 deg2) telescope9

for an event like GW190521. For a GW150914-like event10

it increases by a factor of over 850 (400) for a FOV=1 deg2
11

(20 deg2). For a GW170608-like event it increases by a factor12

of 368 (90) for a FOV=1 deg2 (20 deg2).13

In some cases the 90% credible area can also change drasti-14

cally. Figure 4 shows skymaps of a GW150914-like event at15

t0 + 30 ms relative to the glitch time. Figure 4a presents the16

corresponding skymap of time-series from Fig. 3 with the 90%17

credible area of 137 deg2. Figure 4b skymap shows the locali-18

sation of the same time-series as in Fig. 3, but with the shifted19

GW injection phase by π/2. In this case the 90% credible area20
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FIG. 5: Average number of tiles required to observe the true
sky location of a GW190814-like event for SNRNet = 27. For
both FOV telescopes, small (1 deg2, orange) and large
(20 deg2, blue), the tiling deficiency at t0 + 25 ms is observed.
Shaded bands represent 1σ deviation. Note that these are
averaged results from 10 blip glitches with 20% trimming.

is reduced to 8 deg2 and overlaps with the true sky location.21

2. NSBH22

For a GW190814-like signal we performed injections in23

[−1,+9] s window around the blip glitch time t0 with injec-24

tion spacing of 300 ms. We extended the injection window25

from [−0.5,+0.5] s because a GW190814-like signal is longer26

than any of our tested BBH signals. Closer to the glitch,27

i.e. [−0.025,+0.1] s around the glitch t0, a finer spacing of28

5 ms was used.29

Similarly to the BBH-type signals, a GW190814-like event30

has a significant change in tiling results only at one place:31

about 25 ms after the glitch t0 (Figure 5).32

In the worst-case scenario, 106 (17) times more tiles are re-33

quired to find the true sky location of an event for FOV=1 deg2
34

(20 deg2) telescopes. We did not find any noticeable difference35

in the 90% credible area for GW190814-like events.36

3. BNS37

For a GW170817-like signal we used identical injection38

window parameters as in the NSBH case: injection window of39

[−1,+9] s around the glitch time t0 with injections at 300 ms40

intervals, and the inner window of [−0.025,+0.1] s around the41

glitch t0 with injections at 5 ms intervals.42

Our results indicate that a BNS tiling efficiency for small and43

large FOV telescopes is not affected by blip glitches (Fig. 6).44

We argue that this happens because a BNS signal at the merger45

part has a much higher frequency and smaller amplitude than a46

NSBH or BBH signal (Table I), thus destructive interference47

with a blip glitch like in Fig. 3 is unlikely to occur.48
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FIG. 6: Average number of tiles required to observe the true
sky location of a GW170817-like SNRNet = 27 event relative
to the blip glitch central time t0. There is no noticeable change
in the tiling efficiency for both FOV telescopes, small (1 deg2,
orange) and large (20 deg2, blue). Shaded bands represent 1σ
deviation. Note that these are averaged results from 10 blip
glitches with 20% trimming.

B. Thunderstorm glitches1

Typical thunderstorm glitches are about 3-10 s duration and2

have a frequency of less than 200 Hz. Given these parameters,3

we expect that BBH, NSBH and BNS signals should overlap4

with such glitches in frequency and thus could be affected.5

We report contour and tiling results for GW signals in Ta-6

ble II. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column in Table II refers to results7

from injections before the glitch start time t0, while the ‘Glitch’8

column refers to results from injections after the glitch t0.9

1. BBH10

While thunderstorm glitches can have different durations, we11

noted that many thunderstorm glitches look similar at the start12

of a glitch, i.e. they have a distinctively loud wide-frequency13

excess power (1-3 s in Fig. 1b). This distinctive part of a14

thunderstorm glitch usually contains more power and has a15

wider frequency content than the rest of the glitch, thus we16

consider it as the worst part of the glitch. Consequently, we17

decided to inject BBH signals ±2.5 s around the thunderstorm18

glitch start time, t0, with the injection spacing of 100 ms.19

All our reported thunderstorm glitch results for BBHs are20

averaged from 10 glitch runs with 20% trimming; this was done21

in order to reduce statistics skewing due to random fluctuations22

in Gaussian noise.23

We found that GW190521-type signals are impacted the24

most from all BBH signals. Results are significantly different25

between ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ windows for two detector in-26

jections. Tile number increases by about 100% for both, small27

and large FOV telescopes. In the presence of a thunderstorm28

glitch the tile #138 instead of tile #60 contains the true sky29

location for FOV = 1 deg2 telescope. For a telescope with a30

FOV = 20 deg2 tile #11 instead of tile #6 contains the true sky31

location. The contour level also increases from 0.16 to 0.26.32

For three detector injections, the impact of a thunderstorm33

glitch is such that only the small FOV telescopes are affected.34

For both SNRs, SNRNet = 27 and SNRNet = 41, the num-35

ber of tiles that need to be observed with FOV=1 deg2 tele-36

scope increase by about 50%: tile #15 instead of tile #10 for37

SNRNet = 27 and tile #6 instead of tile #4 for SNRNet = 41.38

The contour level increased by about 25% but is still within39

the 50th percentile.40

Lower mass black hole events, such as GW150914-like41

and GW170608-like, appear to be impacted by thunderstorm42

glitches only if there is no third detector, i.e. in the SNRNet =43

26 case. Both, small and large FOV telescopes are affected,44

while the contour level somewhat changes but does not exceed45

50% (Table II).46

2. NSBH47

Similarly to the BBH injections, we injected a GW190814-48

like signal around 10 thunderstorm glitches. Because a49

GW190814-like event is much longer than any of our tested50

BBH signals, we extended our injection window to [t0 − 1, t0 +51

glitch duration + 9] s. However we quickly noticed that averag-52

ing results from 10 thunderstorm glitches becomes impractical53

because the morphology of thunderstorm glitches varies a lot.54

Instead of averaging results from multiple glitches, we de-55

cided to perform a single representative run on one of the56

strongest thunderstorm glitches from our study. For this glitch57

we made injections ±3 s around the glitch start time, t0, with58

the injection spacing of 50 ms.59

We notice significant changes in tiling results almost in60

all cases. For small FOV telescopes at SNRNet = 26, there61

is almost fourfold increase in the number of tiles needed to62

be searched over (tile #278 instead of tile #75). For three63

detector injections the difference becomes smaller, about64

twofold on average, for both, SNRNet = 27 and SNRNet = 41.65

The localisation with large FOV telescopes is impacted with66

SNRNet = 26 and SNRNet = 27 configuration but at high SNR,67

i.e. SNRNet = 41, there are no differences between ‘Pre-glitch’68

and ‘Glitch’ injections (Table II).69

The impact of thunderstorm glitches for NSBH sources is70

also observed in contour level. For two and three detector71

injections the contour level increases and sometimes exceeds72

the 50th percentile.73

3. BNS74

We used an injection window of [t0−1, t0 + glitch duration +75

9] s for a GW170817-like event. As with the NSBH case76

(§III B 2), we found that averaging results from 10 thunder-77

storm glitches does not make sense because of the variation78

in the morphology of thunderstorm glitches. For that reason79

we performed injections on the same thunderstorm glitch as80
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SNRNet = 26 (2 detectors) SNRNet = 27 SNRNet = 41

Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch

GW190521-like Contour level 0.16 ± 0.12 0.26 ± 0.21 0.34 ± 0.14 0.43 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.15 0.46 ± 0.17

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 60 +61
−59 138 +141

−137 10 ± 5 15 ± 10 4 ± 2 6 ± 3

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 6 ± 4 11 ± 9 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

GW150914-like Contour level 0.14 ± 0.10 0.23 ± 0.18 0.35 ± 0.15 0.36 ± 0.15 0.39 ± 0.15 0.40 ± 0.17

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 38 ± 34 73 ± 69 13 ± 9 13 ± 9 4 ± 2 4 ± 2

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 5 ± 4 9 ± 7 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

GW170608-like Contour level 0.25 ± 0.17 0.28 ± 0.17 0.42 ± 0.16 0.41 ± 0.17 0.42 ± 0.15 0.40 ± 0.17

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 33 ± 28 44 ± 39 6 ± 3 6 ± 3 2 ± 1 2 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 5 ± 4 7 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW190814-like Contour level 0.23 +0.27
−0.23 0.51 ± 0.33 0.32 ± 0.26 0.49 ± 0.29 0.35 ± 0.27 0.50 ± 0.28

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 75 +156
−74 278 +376

−277 22 +69
−21 43 +108

−42 3 +3
−2 6 +7

−5

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 13 +13
−12 32 +36

−31 4 +6
−3 6 +11

−5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1

GW170817-like Contour level 0.25 +0.28
−0.25 0.26 ± 0.26 0.46 ± 0.30 0.41 ± 0.30 0.41 ± 0.27 0.39 ± 0.26

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 49 +84
−48 52 +84

−51 28 +69
−27 25 +65

−24 3 ± 2 3 +4
−2

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 11 ± 9 13 ± 10 5 +8
−4 5 +8

−4 2 ± 1 2 +2
−1

TABLE II: Tiling and contour level results for BBH, NSBH and BNS type signals, for the thunderstorm glitch injection study.
SNRNet = 26 corresponds to results from injections made only in Livingson and Hanford, i.e. no Virgo, while SNRNet = 27 and
SNRNet = 41 refer to results with injections made in all three interferometers. Tiling results report the number of tile pointings
that a telescope would need to search over until the true sky location of an event is observed. Contour level corresponds to the
skymap probability contour that contains the true GW event location. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column refers to injections that were made
before the thunderstorm glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is not affected by the glitch). The ‘Glitch’
column refers to injections that were made after the thunderstorm glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is
affected by the glitch). The table reports averaged results from the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ samples with 1σ deviation. For BBH
type signals these are averaged results from 10 glitches with 20% trimming, while NSBH and BNS type results are from a single
representative glitch. This also explains why BBH results have generally smaller error bars than NSBH and BNS results.

in the NSBH case. Since a GW170817 signal is longer than1

GW190814, an appropriately larger injection window was cho-2

sen: ±8 s around the glitch the thunderstorm glitch start time,3

t0, with the injection spacing of 100 ms.4

Results for two detector (SNRNet = 26) and three detector5

(SNRNet = 27 and SNRNet = 41) injections indicate that there6

are no significant changes in contour level and tiling efficiency7

for both, small and large FOV telescopes (Table II).8

C. Scattering glitches9

Out of all three types of glitches we tested, scattering10

glitches have the most complicated morphology. Scattering11

glitches (Fig. 1c) can last hundreds of seconds, often with vary-12

ing frequency, which means that any generalisation of such13

glitches is non-trivial.14

Scattering glitches are within the lower frequency range of15

a ground-based GW detector sensitivity (< 100 Hz), therefore16

we expect such glitches to overlap with all of our tested signal17

types, i.e. BBHs, NSBHs and BNSs.18

We report the tiling and contour level results for GW signals19

in Table III. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column in Table III refers to20

results from injections some time before the scattering glitch21

start, while the ‘Glitch’ column refers to results from injections22

during the glitch.23

1. BBH24

Even though scattering glitches can differ from each other,25

we are still able to effectively average BBH results from mul-26

tiple scattering glitches. This is due to the fact that our tested27

BBH-type signals have nearly identical time-frequency content28

and are very compact (Table I).29

All BBH signals were injected in 4 s ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’30

windows with the injection spacing of 200 ms. Results reported31

in Table III are averaged from 10 glitch runs with 20% trim-32

ming.33

Looking at the overall BBH results we can observe that ‘Pre-34

glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ results are nearly identical except that in35

some cases the localisation in the presence of a glitch is better36

than in the abscence of a glitch. We argue that these differences37

are small enough to be caused by random noise fluctuations.38
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SNRNet = 26 (2 detectors) SNRNet = 27 SNRNet = 41

Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch

GW190521-like Contour level 0.15 ± 0.10 0.16 ± 0.13 0.41 ± 0.17 0.39 ± 0.16 0.42 ± 0.16 0.38 ± 0.14

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 58 ± 53 63 ± 61 14 ± 9 13 ± 8 6 ± 3 5 ± 2

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 8 +8
−7 9 ± 8 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 +1

−0

GW150914-like Contour level 0.18 ± 0.16 0.16 ± 0.14 0.43 ± 0.18 0.33 ± 0.15 0.44 ± 0.18 0.36 ± 0.15

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 36 +42
−35 36 +39

−35 7 ± 6 5 ± 3 3 ± 2 3 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 7 ± 6 8 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 +1
−0 1 ± 0

GW170608-like Contour level 0.31 ± 0.20 0.26 ± 0.17 0.49 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 0.15 0.52 ± 0.18 0.43 ± 0.15

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 53 ± 50 43 ± 40 8 ± 6 5 ± 3 3 ± 2 2 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 9 ± 6 8 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 +1
−0 1 ± 0

GW190814-like Contour level 0.17 +0.20
−0.17 0.20 +0.26

−0.20 0.35 ± 0.27 0.39 ± 0.24 0.35 ± 0.24 0.41 ± 0.28

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 37 +60
−36 95 +240

−94 10 +16
−9 17 +33

−16 3 +3
−2 7 +24

−6

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 6 ± 5 13 +19
−12 2 ± 1 3 +3

−2 1 ± 0 2 +3
−1

GW170817-like Contour level 0.23 +0.27
−0.23 0.23 +0.26

−0.23 0.38 ± 0.29 0.43 ± 0.29 0.42 ± 0.28 0.45 ± 0.29

Tile no. (FOV = 1 deg2) 52 +97
−51 47 +77

−46 17 +53
−16 21 +52

−20 3 +3
−2 4 ± 3

Tile no. (FOV = 20 deg2) 8 +9
−7 8 +8

−7 2 +7
−1 3 +6

−2 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

TABLE III: Tiling and contour level results for BBH, NSBH and BNS type signals, for the scattering glitch injection study.
SNRNet = 26 corresponds to results from injections made only in Livingson and Hanford, i.e. no Virgo, while SNRNet = 27 and
SNRNet = 41 refer to results with injections made in all three interferometers. Tiling results report the number of tile pointings
that a telescope would need to search over until the true sky location of an event is observed. Contour level corresponds to the
skymap probability contour that contains the true GW event location. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column refers to injections that were made
before the scattering glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is not affected by the glitch). The ‘Glitch’ column
refers to injections that were made after the scattering glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is affected by the
glitch). The table reports averaged results from the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ samples with 1σ deviation. For BBH type signals
these are averaged results from 10 glitches with 20% trimming, while NSBH and BNS type results are from a single
representative glitch. This also explains why BBH results have generally smaller error bars than NSBH and BNS results.

Out of three BBH events we tested, the biggest difference1

between ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ values is for the GW170608-2

like event. As an example, 1 deg2 tiling efficiency at SNRNet =3

27 is worse by 3 tiles (tile #8 vs tile #5). Further investigation4

revealed that there is one particular time at the ‘Pre-glitch’5

window which skewed results for multiple glitches. We found6

no specific reason why sky localisation of a GW170608-like7

event should be worse at this particular time.8

2. NSBH9

We performed injections for a GW190814-like signal with10

10 scattering glitches. However we found that averaging results11

from 10 glitches for an extended signal like GW190814 is not12

practical, just as with thunderstorm glitches (§III B 2).13

Instead we performed one representative run with a scat-14

tering glitch that reaches to 70 Hz in order to simulate the15

worst-case scenario. For this test, both ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’16

windows were 3 s long with the injection spacing of 50 ms.17

Table III shows that the NSBH localisation with small FOV18

telescopes is affected across all of our tested SNRs. For19

SNRNet = 26, tile #95 instead of tile #37 contains the true sky20

location (i.e. a factor of 2.6 increase), while having three detec-21

tors reduces the difference between ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’22

results to about the factor of 2. Large FOV telescopes local-23

ising NSBH sources are impacted only with a two-detector24

network, where tile #13 instead of tile #6 contains the true sky25

location on average.26

Skymap contour levels do not change significantly for NSBH27

sources in the presence of a scattering glitch.28

3. BNS29

As in the NSBH case, we performed the initial injection30

study with 10 scattering glitches but we found that averag-31

ing results for a GW170817-like event is not practical. As a32

substitute a single representative run was performed on the33

same scattering glitch as for the GW190814-like event. To ac-34

count for the fact that GW170817-like signal is longer than the35

GW190814-like signal, the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ windows36

were extended to 8 s with the injection spacing of 100 ms.37

Table III shows that BNS localisation with two or three38
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detectors is not significantly impacted by scattering glitches.1

Tiling results for both, small and large FOV telescopes, are2

similar between the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ windows. This is3

also applies to the contour level results.4

IV. DISCUSSION5

Blips. Following the coincidence of an extremely loud blip6

glitch with GW170817 [14], the autogating procedure was7

implemented in low latency searches [19]. This procedure8

automatically removes the data containing the glitch thus mini-9

mizing its effect on estimation of GW source parameters. How-10

ever, the autogating is implemented in a way such that only the11

very loud blip glitches are removed, hence the majority of blip12

glitches remain a problem for low latency searches.13

In our study we found that the sky localisation of BBH14

signals detected in low latency is affected by blips only at a15

very specific time relative to the glitch t0, i.e. t0 +30 ms. This is16

not surprising given the fact that blip glitches affect high mass17

BBH searches because of resemblance to such events [10, 24].18

We estimate that the localisation of a BBH signal can re-19

quire up to 850 (400) times more tiles to search over in order20

to find the true sky location of an event with a telescope of21

FOV=1 deg2 (20 deg2). This means that smaller telescopes suf-22

fer from t0 + 30 ms bias more than large telescopes. Yet in both23

cases the estimated skymap is biased so much that practically24

it is very unlikely to observe the true sky location.25

It is important to note that such bias affects only those BBH26

signals that have the opposite phase to a blip glitch at t0 +30 ms.27

We also noticed that in some cases the 90% credible area is28

impacted, e.g. GW150914-like event (Fig. 4), but we did not29

find such evidence for other BBH signals.30

Similarly, NSBH low-latency sky localisation is also affected31

only at t0 + 25 ms relative to the blip glitch. Up to 106 (17)32

times more tiles need to be searched over to find the true sky33

location for a FOV=1 deg2 (20 deg2) telescope. We found no34

evidence for any noticeable changes in the 90% credible area35

at t0 + 25 ms.36

In contrast to BBH and NSBH signals, the localisation of37

BNS signals appears to not be impacted by blips at any time.38

This happens because longer waveforms, such as GW170817,39

do not match the phase and amplitude of a blip as well as40

shorter waveforms of BBH and NSBH signals, thus no destruc-41

tive interference can occur.42

In summary, blip glitches affect low latency sky localisation43

of NSBH- and BBH-type signals at a very specific time, t0 +44

30 ms, and only if GW signal overlaps and cancels the blip45

glitch.46

Thunderstorm glitches. GW190521-like events are affected47

the most from all BBH signals. For such an event detected48

by two interferometers, small FOV telescopes may require to49

observe more than two times of tiles in order to find the true50

sky location. Adding a third interferometer allows to reduce51

the difference in tiling efficiency to only about 50% for small52

FOV telescopes. For large FOV telescopes, the localisation of53

GW190521-like events is impacted only if an event is observed54

with two interferometers.55

Lower mass BBH events, such as GW150914-like and56

GW170608-like, appear to be impacted by thunderstorm57

glitches in the abscence of a third interferometer. In such58

case both, small and large FOV telescopes are affected.59

NSBH signals are significantly affected by thunderstorm60

glitches. For events observed with two interferometers there is61

almoust fourfold increase in the number of tiles that need to be62

searched over using a FOV=1 deg2 telescope. The impact be-63

comes smaller if the event is detected by three interferometers64

and/or using a larger FOV telescope.65

The significance of thunderstorm glitches affecting NSBH66

localisation is also reflected in the changes to contour level. In67

two and three interferometer configurations the contour level68

increased twofold and sometimes exceeded the 50th percentile,69

indicating that 50% probability skymaps might not be sufficient70

localising an NSBH source in the presence of a thunderstorm71

glitch.72

BNS signals can overlap a thunderstorm glitch for multiple73

seconds (Fig. 7), yet we find no evidence of any significant74

change in contour level or tiling results for small and large75

FOV telescopes (Table II). We argue that this is due to the
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FIG. 7: Time-frequency representation of a GW170817-like
signal overlapping a thunderstorm glitch. Only a minor part
(about 1.7 s in total) of the BNS signal coincides with a
thunderstorm glitch.

76

following reasons:77

1. A BNS merges at a relatively high frequency ( fmerger =78

4650 Hz, Table I) which means that most of the SNR79

and sky localisation information is contained at the very80

late stages of an inspiral, and at very high frequencies1.81

2. Only a minor part of the whole BNS signal overlaps a82

glitch. For example Fig. 7 shows about 1.7 s overlap of83

a BNS signal with a thunderstorm glitch.84

3. As we have seen in §III A 1, in order to have a signifi-85

cant effect on sky localisation a glitch needs to overlap86

and cancel the GW signal. This becomes increasingly87

difficult with longer duration signals like BNS (128 s for88

a signal starting at 20 Hz) and relatively long glitches89

like thunderstorms (3-10 s).90

In summary, thunderstorm glitches appear to mostly af-91

fect the events detected with two interferometers. Observing92

1 As an example, only about 20% of sky localisation uncertainty is accumu-
lated 1 s before the BNS merger [41].
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events with three interferometers and/or using larger FOV tele-1

scopes (e.g. FOV=20 deg2) for the EM follow-up campaign re-2

duces the impact of thunderstorm glitches for BBH and NSBH3

sources. The localisation of BNS signals seems to not be4

impacted by thunderstorm glitches.5

Scattering glitches. BBH events are not significantly af-6

fected by scattering glitches when observed with either two or7

three interferometers.8

The effect of scattering glitches on NSBH signals like9

GW190814 is noticed only if an event is detected with two10

interferometers or, in the case of detecting an event with three11

interferometers, when a relatively small (FOV=1 deg2) tele-12

scope is used for EM follow-up.13

BNS signals like GW170817 appear to not be affected by14

scattering glitches. While it is expected that a scattering glitch15

should overlap a BNS signal, there is no impact on sky local-16

isation, just as with the thunderstorm glitches (§III B 3). We17

believe that such results can be explained by the same argu-18

ments as in the BNS-thunderstorm case (see above).19

In summary, scattering glitches appear to affect only NSBH-20

type signals.21

V. CONCLUSIONS22

Gravitational-wave detectors regularly suffer from non-23

Gaussian noise artifacts called glitches. Results from the LIGO-24

Virgo third observing run suggest that as many as 24% of the25

observed GW candidate events are in the vicinity of a non-26

Gaussian noise transient. This in turn could affect parameter27

estimation of a GW event, including the sky localisation, whose28

accuracy is crucial for electromagnetic follow-up efforts.29

In this paper we investigated whether sky localisation of a30

GW event is affected by a nearby glitch in low latency analyses.31

Our study examined three classes of glitches: blips, thunder-32

storms and fast scatterings, and what impact they have on BBH,33

NSBH and BNS type of GW signals. Most importantly, our34

results show that the relative positioning of a glitch with re-35

spect to a GW signal can have a drastic impact on GW source36

sky localisation (albeit in rare cases). This in turn allows to37

quantitatively assess the impact of data quality before sending38

a low latency alert to astronomers, a task that has never been39

done before.40

We found that blip glitches generally do not affect the lo-41

calisation of BBH, NSBH or BNS signals. Only in very spe-42

cific circumstances (i.e. with the blip glitch positioning of43

t0 + 30 ms for a BBH signal and t0 + 25 ms for a NSBH signal)44

the localisation becomes unreliable. In such extreme cases45

the true position of BBH or NSBH may lie well outside the46

90% computed sky-localisation, severely compromising elec-47

tromagnetic follow-up. Fortunately, this requires very specific48

circumstances, thus a low-latency data quality flag could be49

implemented. We found no such impact of blip glitches for50

BNS localisation in low latency.51

Thunderstorm glitch results indicate that with two interfer-52

ometers BBH and NSBH localisation is impacted even using53

as large as a FOV=20 deg2 telescope. However, if a NSBH54

or a BBH detection is made with three interferometers, the55

bias in sky localisation caused by thunderstorm glitches be-56

comes small enough to affect only small (FOV=1 deg2) tele-57

scopes. Similarly to blips, our results indicate that thunder-58

storm glitches do not usually impact BNS event localisation.59

Our study suggests that fast scattering glitches have the least60

impact of the three types of glitches we tested. Fast scattering61

glitches have no impact on the low latency localisation of62

BBH and BNS signals. For NSBH signals observed with63

two-detector network, the sky localisation bias due to fast64

scattering glitches is significant enough to affect even large65

(FOV=20 deg2) telescopes. Observing NSBH signals with66

three interferometers reduces the bias such that it impacts only67

small (FOV=1 deg2) telescopes.68

Since there is nothing intrinsically specific about blip, thun-69

derstorm and fast scattering glitches, our reported results70

should be applicable to other glitches that have similar time-71

frequency content. As an example, we believe that our blip72

findings should be applicable to tomte glitches. At the same73

time our results should be interpreted carefully and keeping in74

mind the possible limitations and challenges. A new observing75

run could produce a previously unseen glitch type, e.g. a high76

frequency long duration glitch, in which case our results should77

not be applied. Further studies could investigate if there is any78

bias with other types of glitches or even multiple glitches over-79

lapping a GW signal, as well as explore other signal properties80

important for EM follow-up such as source mass classification.81

The fourth LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA observing run is planned82

to start in December 2022 [21]. In a likely scenario of the glitch83

rate staying the same (or increasing), we should expect even84

more GW events to be in the vicinity of non-Gaussian noise85

transients than during O3 due to increased detector sensitivity.86

As our study has shown, glitches can impact the low latency87

sky localisation of compact binary mergers. In some cases,88

e.g. BBH and NSBH signals nearby a short or medium duration89

glitch, the localisation can be biased and thus a low latency90

alert should be sent with caution. At the same time we show91

that the low latency localisation for BNS signals appears to92

be not affected by glitches like blips, thunderstorms or fast93

scatterings, thus an alert can be sent immediately.94
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SNRNet = 26 (2 detectors) SNRNet = 27 SNRNet = 41

Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch

GW190521-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 249 ± 218 586 +587
−385 36 ± 21 56 ± 34 13 ± 7 20 ± 10

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 15 ± 13 28 ± 30 3 ± 1 4 ± 2 1 +1
−0 2 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 11 ± 9 19 ± 18 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 +1
−0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 5 ± 4 7 ± 6 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 +1
−0

50% credible area (deg2) 294 ± 34 257 ± 39 13 ± 3 15 ± 3 5 ± 0 5 ± 1

90% credible area (deg2) 1068 ± 113 1060 ± 155 63 ± 17 79 ± 32 17 ± 2 18 ± 3

DistPmax (deg) 3 +6
−3 13 +23

−13 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW150914-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 156 ± 134 293 ± 267 49 ± 36 50 ± 40 12 ± 7 13 ± 7

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 9 ± 7 18 ± 17 4 ± 2 3 ± 2 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 8 ± 6 15 ± 11 3 ± 2 3 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 4 ± 3 6 ± 4 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 169 ± 25 174 ± 26 19 ± 8 19 ± 10 4 ± 1 3 ± 1

90% credible area (deg2) 717 ± 64 704 ± 72 127 ± 54 130 ± 66 15 ± 5 14 ± 4

DistPmax (deg) 3 +7
−3 13 +23

−13 3 ± 2 3 ± 3 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW170608-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 152 ± 130 180 ± 153 21 ± 13 20 ± 12 7 ± 3 7 ± 4

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 11 ± 10 12 ± 10 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 9 ± 6 10 ± 7 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 5 ± 3 5 ± 3 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 77 ± 12 77 ± 13 5 ± 1 6 ± 2 2 ± 0 2 ± 0

90% credible area (deg2) 319 ± 42 313 ± 48 27 ± 10 28 ± 11 6 ± 1 6 ± 1

DistPmax (deg) 5 +7
−5 7 +11

−7 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW190814-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 312 +669
−311 1106 +1501

−1105 70224
−69 160 +432

−159 10 +10
−9 19 ±+29

−18

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 16 +29
−15 59 +82

−58 4 +12
−3 9 +22

−8 1 ± 0 1 +1
−0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 11 +18
−10 34 +45

−33 3 +6
−2 5 +12

−4 1 ± 0 1 +1
−0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 4 +5
−3 12 +18

−11 2 +3
−1 3 +5

−2 1 ± 0 1 +1
−0

50% credible area (deg2) 115 ± 32 117 ± 31 12+15
−12 16 +17

−16 3 ± 1 3 ± 2

90% credible area (deg2) 473 ± 107 465 ± 114 64+70
−64 80 ± 80 10 ± 3 13 ± 11

DistPmax (deg) 22 +48
−22 45 +59

−45 7 +27
−7 17 +45

−17 1 ± 1 1 ± 1

GW170817-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 217 +392
−216 218 +345

−217 107 +278
−106 95 ±+254

−94 9 ±+9
−9 8 ±+10

−8

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 11 +19
−10 11 +18

−10 7 +18
−6 6 +16

−5 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 9 +14
−8 9 +12

−8 5 +12
−4 4 +11

−3 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 3 +5
−2 3 +4

−2 3 +5
−2 3 +5

−2 1 +1
−0 1 +1

−0

50% credible area (deg2) 76 ± 25 81 ± 26 8 +9
−8 8 +10

−8 2 ± 1 2 ± 2

90% credible area (deg2) 312 ± 74 313 ± 75 45+47
−45 46 +49

−46 8 +9
−8 9 +15

−9

DistPmax (deg) 12 +36
−12 31 +58

−31 14 +39
−14 15 +42

−15 1 +2
−1 1 +5

−1

TABLE IV: Tiling, credible area and localisaton distance results for BBH, NSBH and BNS type signals, for the thunderstorm
glitch injection study. SNRNet = 26 corresponds to results from injections made only in Livingson and Hanford, i.e. no Virgo,
while SNRNet = 27 and SNRNet = 41 refer to results with injections made in all three interferometers. Tiling results report the
number of tile pointings that a telescope would need to search over until the true sky location of an event is observed. Localisation
distance DistPmax is the angular distance between the true sky location of a GW event and the maximum probability pixel in the
corresponding skymap. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column refers to injections that were made before the thunderstorm glitch start time t0
(this represents an injection sample that is not affected by the glitch). The ‘Glitch’ column refers to injections that were made
after the thunderstorm glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is affected by the glitch). The table reports
averaged results from the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ samples with 1σ deviation. For BBH type signals these are averaged results
from 10 glitches with 20% trimming, while NSBH and BNS type results are from a single representative glitch. This also explains
why BBH results have generally smaller error bars than NSBH and BNS results.
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SNRNet = 26 (2 detectors) SNRNet = 27 SNRNet = 41

Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch Pre-glitch Glitch

GW190521-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 239 ± 223 250 +253
−249 55 ± 35 48 ± 27 20 ± 11 16 ± 7

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 12 ± 10 14 ± 13 3 ± 2 3 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 8 +8
−7 9 ± 8 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 6 ± 4 6 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 257 ± 35 268 ± 39 16 ± 3 15 ± 3 5 ± 1 5 ± 1

90% credible area (deg2) 1131 ± 138 1118 ± 129 69 ± 15 73 ± 24 19 ± 4 18 ± 4

DistPmax (deg) 1 ± 0 3 +6
−3 2 ± 1 2 ± 2 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW150914-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 119 +128
−118 116 +129

−115 24 ± 18 16 ± 9 8 ± 5 6 ± 3

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 8 ± 7 8 ± 7 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 5 +5
−4 6 ± 5 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 5 ± 4 5 ± 3 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 114 ± 15 118 ± 16 6 ± 2 6 ± 2 2 ± 0 2 ± 0

90% credible area (deg2) 483 ± 62 509 ± 60 31 ± 16 37 ± 23 7 ± 1 7 ± 1

DistPmax (deg) 1 ± 0 2 +4
−2 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW170608-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 233 ± 186 192 ± 165 31 ± 24 20 ± 12 10 ± 6 9 ± 4

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 11 ± 10 9 +9
−8 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 7 ± 5 7 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 5 ± 3 5 ± 3 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 80 ± 13 82 ± 12 6 ± 2 6 ± 2 2 ± 0 2 ± 0

90% credible area (deg2) 334 ± 47 338 ± 42 32 ± 14 29 ± 12 6 ± 1 6 ± 1

DistPmax (deg) 2 +4
−2 6 +9

−6 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

GW190814-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 192 +325
−191 413 +1056

−412 42 ±+81
−42 68 ±+136

−68 11 ± 11 26 ±+98
−26

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 7 +10
−6 19 +48

−18 3 ±+4
−3 4 ±+6

4 1 ± 1 2 ±+7
−2

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 4 +5
−3 11 +26

−10 2 ±+2
−2 2 ±+4

−2 1 ± 0 2 ±+4
−2

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 4 ± 3 8 +12
−7 2 ± 1 2 ±+2

−2 1 ± 0 1 ±+2
−1

50% credible area (deg2) 101 ± 29 124 ± 43 19 ± 48 +14
−12 3 ± 1 3 ± 2

90% credible area (deg2) 426 ± 94 498 ± 130 55+63
−55 69 +73

−69 9 ± 4 11 ± 9

DistPmax (deg) 10 +33
−10 13 +33

−13 7 +27
−7 12 +37

−12 1 ± 1 3 +19
−3

GW170817-like Tile no. (FOV = 0.25 deg2) 278 +519
−277 242 +402

−241 67 ±+198
−67 83 ±+219

−83 11 ±+13
−11 13 ±+15

−13

Tile no. (FOV = 5 deg2) 10 +19
−9 9 +14

−8 4 ±+13
−4 5.0 ±+12

−5 1 ± 1 1 ± 1

Tile no. (FOV = 10 deg2) 6 +10
−5 5 +8

−4 3 ±+7
−3 3.3 ±+8

−3 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

Tile no. (FOV = 40 deg2) 5 +5
−4 5 +5

−4 2 ±+4
−2 2.6 ±+4

−3 1 ± 0 1 ± 0

50% credible area (deg2) 73 ± 22 80 ± 22 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 7 ± 7 8 ± 8

90% credible area (deg2) 304 ± 76 332 ± 75 38 ± 37 43 +45
−43 7+9

−7 7 ± 7

DistPmax (deg) 18 +44
−18 18 +45

−18 1 ± 1 1 +2
−1 6 +24

−6 15 +41
−15

TABLE V: Tiling, credible area and localisaton distance results for BBH, NSBH and BNS type signals, for the scattering glitch
injection study. SNRNet = 26 corresponds to results from injections made only in Livingson and Hanford, i.e. no Virgo, while
SNRNet = 27 and SNRNet = 41 refer to results with injections made in all three interferometers. Tiling results report the number
of tile pointings that a telescope would need to search over until the true sky location of an event is observed. Localisation
distance DistPmax is the angular distance between the true sky location of a GW event and the maximum probability pixel in the
corresponding skymap. The ‘Pre-glitch’ column refers to injections that were made before the scattering glitch start time t0 (this
represents an injection sample that is not affected by the glitch). The ‘Glitch’ column refers to injections that were made after the
scattering glitch start time t0 (this represents an injection sample that is affected by the glitch). The table reports averaged results
from the ‘Pre-glitch’ and ‘Glitch’ samples with 1σ deviation. For BBH type signals these are averaged results from 10 glitches
with 20% trimming, while NSBH and BNS type results are from a single representative glitch. This also explains why BBH
results have generally smaller error bars than NSBH and BNS results.
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